
English 2326 – Spring 2013 

Introduction to Literature 

 

Instructor: J.D. Isip 

 

Primary Texts  
- Most of our shorter texts (poems, short stories, creative non-fiction) will come from online sources 

- Jonathan Safran Foer, Extremely Loud & Incredibly Close (Mariner 2006) 

- Art Spiegelman, The Complete Maus: A Survivor’s Tale (Pantheon 1996) 

- Brian Yorkey and Tom Kit, Next to Normal (TCG 2010) 

- Edward Albee, The Goat, or Who is Sylvia? (Overlook 2004) 

 

Goals: 

What I mean by “introducing you to literature” is really introducing you to the “vocabulary of literary discourse,” 

which is to say that the main goal of this course is not so much to tell you what literature is (for instance, we will 

not be reading them, but there are many very well written blogs, news articles, and letters that may all be considered 

literature), but I aim to give you ways to talk about literature. Since we must have something to talk about, that is 

where our selected literature comes in. 
 

This semester you will read a range of literature that comes from a few older genres (short fiction, poetry, drama, 

and a novel) and also from newer genres (graphic novel, musical theater, and creative non-fiction). I’ve selected 

texts that, I hope, demonstrate the ability of literature to not only “tell a story” as we so often believe is its main 

purpose, but texts that also suggest the social and political impact literature might have on a given time or place. 

Because I am a pragmatist, I have also selected texts that I hope you simply find joy in – and not just “happy” joy, 

but the joy we feel when we are challenged, when we are angered, and when we are made to think – that tremendous 

joy that comes from growing intellectually. It is true, the literature – the book, play, poem, etc. – cannot bless you 

with “intellectual growth” or even simple “understanding” on its own, but, as you begin to gain ways to talk about 

that literature, pick up words to bulk up your analytical lexicon, and acquire points of comparison by expanding 

your reading scope, you may find that you are “blessing yourself” with what literature can offer you. 
 

Grading for this course: 

 

Attendance – 10% 

 

Midterm Written Exam – 20% 
Two to four short essay response questions (one to three paragraphs long) addressing themes in works covered up to 

and including the week of the midterm. 

 

Final Paper – 20% 
Two to Three longer essay response questions (one page each) addressing themes in all works covered in the class, 

including works covered before the midterm. 
 

Reading Responses – 50%

These are semi-formal mini-essays meant to help you articulate your thoughts on works before our class meetings. 

You will be provided with a few leading questions for the week’s readings to help spark your interest in the reading 

and to give you all a place to begin your in-class conversation. The quality of our conversations will depend almost 

entirely in how engaged you were with the reading(s). 

 

Your reading responses should be: 

1. At least three full pages with the work(s) cited on a separate page 

2. In MLA format with page numbers and last name on every page 

 
All reading responses will be turned in on eCollege by midnight before the next class meeting (except exam days).



Lesson Plan in Detail 
 

Week 1: Introduction to Course 

What do we call “literature” and how do we talk about it? 

Broad overview of traditional genres and newer/emerging genres 

HW:  

“Orpheus and Eurydice,” “The Prodigal Son,” “Cinderella,”  

Gabriel Garcia Marquez “The Handsomest Drowned Man in the 

World” and Edgar Allan Poe, “The Tell-Tale Heart” 

*All readings have links on eCollege unless it is from one of our 

assigned books. 

 

Week 2: Storytelling (Fiction) 

Why do we tell stories? What is the job of the storyteller? 

HW:  

“Narcissus and Echo,” “The Little Match Girl,” “Why the Trees 

Lose Their Leaves,” Raymond Carver “A Small, Good Thing” and 

D.H. Lawrence “The Rocking Horse Winner” 

 

Week 3: The “Moral” of a Story (Fiction) 

Discuss the various themes in the assigned readings – looking for 

what “lessons” readers are supposed to gain. 

HW: 

“Belling the Cat,” and Spiegelman, Maus I 

 

Week 4: A Larger Moral w/ Cultural Context (Fable/Graphic) 

Discuss the medium of graphic novel and what is useful in 

Spiegelman employing the “animal allegory” for his subject 

HW: 

Silly Symphony “Uncle Tom’s Cabin” (on YouTube) and 

Spiegelman Maus II 

 

Week 5: A Critical Eye – the Pitfalls of Clever (Fable/Graphic) 

What can we say about limitations when confronted with the Walt 

Disney interpretation of “Uncle Tom’s Cabin” and does Maus 

sustain the same “shock” as we head into the second half? 

HW: 

Shakespeare, Twelfth Night and “She’s the Man” (on YouTube) 

Shakespeare and the Internet Assignment and Sonnet 130 

 

Week 6: Funny with Purpose (Drama and Poetry) 

What were your expectations with Shakespeare? Did you expect 

this week’s reading to be funny? How can humor help a story? 

HW: 

Albee, The Goat or Who’s Sylvia? 

James Dickey “Sheep Child”; Ai “Grandfather Says”; 

Gwendolyn Brooks “The Mother”; Allen Ginsberg “Howl” 

 

Week 7: Uncomfortable Storytelling (Drama and Poetry) 

How do literatures like drama and poetry help us negotiate subject 

matter differently than fiction or the graphic novel? 

HW: 

Yorkey and Kit, Next to Normal (music available on YouTube) 

Handel’s oratorio Messiah  

Selected Walt Whitman, Langston Hughes, and Lucille Clifton 

 

Week 8: Music in Story, Story in Music (Drama and Poetry) 

Can we think of musical genres as literary genres? What are the 

advantages and disadvantages of musicality in storytelling? 

HW: 

Begin first 100 or so pages of Extremely Loud & Incredibly Close 

(ELIC) 

 

Week 9: Midterm Exam 

Meet in Computer Lab on first floor 

 

Week 10: Can We Still Read Novels? (Novel) 

What is a novel “supposed” to look like and how does Jonathan 

Safran Foer both conform and challenge the model? 

HW: 

Read second third (about another 100 pages) of ELIC 

 

Week 11: Record of the Past (Novel) 

In what ways do Foer and Spiegelman both record the past and try 

to move on from it? Are they successful at either? 

HW:  

Read concluding section of ELIC and 

Listen to This American Life #428 “Oh You Shouldn’t Have” 

 

Week 12: Complicating the Message (Novel and Creative NF) 

Discuss the layering of “messaging” created in both the novel and 

in the online “audio essays” 

HW: 

David Foster Wallace, “A Supposedly Fun Thing I’ll Never Do 

Again” (handout) and excerpt from Benjamin Franklin’s 

Autobiography 

 

 

 

 

 



Week 13: Fictionalizing the Everyday (Creative NF) 

We are our favorite subject. Consider our discussion at the start of 

class about our need to tell stories – how does DFW and Franklin 

affirm or refute our need for “fictions”? 

HW: 

Selected poetry of Keats, Yeats, Frost, Bishop, and Shinder 

David Sedaris, “Santaland Diaries” (on NPR) 

 

Week 14: Literature for Good (Creative NF and Poetry) 

We look at the “everyday heroics” of simply living and how those 

who write literature “do good” by providing a context for us to 

“belong” to and in… if we choose 

HW: 

Selected spoken word performances (Mali and Rollins, etc.) 

Watch: “A Charlie Brown Christmas” 

 

Week 15: Using the Vocabulary 

We use the vocabulary we have acquired over the semester to 

delve into the text of Charles Shultz’s enduring piece of holiday 

storytelling and the works of spoken word artists 

HW: 

Study for the final 

 

Week 16: Final  

Meet in the computer lab on the first floor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


